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Abstract—This article explores the relatively underexplored potential for physicalisations to materialise qualitative data related to human experiences and knowledge domains. Our reading of ‘data’ in this context extends from imperceptible systems and infrastructures to mental models and the phenomenological dimensions of experiences themselves. Physical objects can be regarded as a form of knowledge with which to inquire about human life, bring about improved conditions, and imagine alternative realities. Objects are made of materials, which are manipulated into various configurations. The materials used in the process of externalisation have a profound influence on the resulting forms, and through them on how knowledge is constructed and internalised. We pay detailed attention to the characteristics of materials and how they are combined, in the context of interdisciplinary exchange. We are motivated by the need for a shared understanding of what work materials can do in the making of physicalisations. We suggest this work is useful in the analysis of physicalisations, specifically where they seek to articulate the phenomena of lived experience.
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1 INTRODUCTION

THIS essay explores “thinking with things” at the intersection of generative co-design and data physicalization. This article and our work take a view of data physicalization that goes beyond the expression of a specific quantitative data set in physical form. Instead, as designers what we mean by data is closer to what is generated in design practice, more specifically, in generative co-design situations. We are interested in the relationship between what people can imagine, what materials are available to them, and what types of what kinds of shared understanding emerge. We have applied this thinking to many different topics, including emotional response, social networks, and most recently how we might help people express their feelings and attitudes to the systems they inhabit. By experience we mean to explore the phenomenological nature of everyday life; for example, how people think about their relationships to technology, how people understand their own personal and professional trajectories; and how these shape their understanding of disciplinary boundaries. This work has taken on importance as the intersection of complex socio-technical systems comes to dominate human experience, and the way those systems are regulated and arranged becomes ever more opaque. We seek to access these types of knowledge by giving people the opportunity to express them in physical form.

Tversky[1] suggests that “when thought overwhelms the mind, the mind puts it into the world,” noting how “people use anything at hand, their hands, their bodies, arrangements of sticks and stones and coffee cups, sketches in the sand, scribbles on paper napkins, and more” as “external representations of thought...designed to serve thought, for self or for others”. While the use of drawing in this context has been relatively widely explored, physical models have been less so.

In design fields like architecture, planning and product design, physical models can narrow the gap (and the glitches) between abstract concepts and concrete implementation by allowing complexities to surface as part of the design process. Physical models are often used to surface implicit assumptions and values as well as to communicate and test ideas; they are especially useful tools for working with the qualitative, experiential elements of a design, i.e. the quality of the lighting, the effect of an acoustic environment, the feel of the surface of an object. Physical models allow for the development of new guiding metaphors, which can be a critical way for designers to generate and communicate their internal understandings. They also enable a public to convey their experience of a design.
concept in process in order to more meaningfully inform a design. Kirsh[2] finds that ‘the materiality of external representations provides affordances that internal representations lack.’ We are interested in what these affordances may be and how participants in co-design activities have taken advantage of them. More specially, we are interested in what materials one might use to physicalize the qualitative data that is generated and enabled in any design or co-design process. How do materials matter?

To explore these points, we use examples of our work drawn from a half-day co-design workshop held in the context of the Relating Systems Thinking and Design conference in Chicago in 2019. The methodological focus of our workshop was on “Tangible Thinking.” The thematic focus was on how participants conceptualize and experience “disciplinarity and interdisciplinarity”—abstract ideas that regulate and structure the lives of participants in a professional conference. We explored three different ways of making ideas tangible—topological, connective and performative—as described below.

2 BACKGROUND

In the field of science and technology studies (STS), many social scientists have studied the ways in which scientists visualize and model their data, creating images and objects that allow for the development of new ideas and knowledge. This has led to a wide variety of concepts such as epistemic things[3], epistemic objects[4], conscription devices and boundary objects[5]. One of the features of these things, devices, and objects is that they foster multiple people to engage with an idea at the same time. In addition, they can be useful, as in the case with boundary objects, for fostering interdisciplinary conversations. A related concept, that of ‘trading zones’ is also useful for understanding the ways in which interdisciplinary knowledge can be shared, and, even, for the formation of new fields of knowledge[6]. The idea here is that for new areas of knowledge to emerge, they must first develop pidgin languages and dialects that cross the existing fields.

In what are known as ‘inventive methods’[7] as part of the post-critical turn, scholars in a range of fields are themselves exploring the use of visual and physical forms of knowledge-making through practice-based research, design as inquiry, and research creation[8]. For example, scholars in the humanities have engaged with experimentation and objects through what Sayers calls conceptual matter[9]. This has led to a wide range of critical making[10], critical data practices, critical technological praxis and critical media practices.

Some of these concepts have already been adopted in the field of design. For example, building on the concept of boundary objects and cultural probes, Halpern, Erickson, Forlano and Gay developed the concept of boundary probes based on a co-design workshop activity[11]. Designers have been interested both in the discursive potential of prototypes, as well as their speculative potential, which Wakkary et al. refer to as material speculation.[12] A related concept, provotypes[13] (provocative prototypes), draws productively on the tension between stakeholders for the purpose of participatory innovation. Finally, speculative design, design fiction and experiential futures have also made use of objects for promoting critical thinking about our present conditions as well as alternative possible futures. There are parallels with emergent themes in data physicalization, such as constructive visualization and personal physicalization constructions for self-reflection.

As social scientists, urbanist, design researchers and designers, we have used the affordances of physical objects in our previous projects about the future of work autonomous vehicles, and digital social networks. In bringing our interests to the analyses of socio-technical systems, we have observed that many diagrams focus on depicting the links in networks but very little has been done to illustrate the quality of relations in the models. How might different theories about the social be prototyped and embedded in physical models? For example, in sociology, theories about the strength of weak ties, could be integrated into physical models.

In the words of Haraway, “It matters what matters we use to think other matters with; it matters what stories we tell to tell other stories with; it matters what knots knot knots, what thoughts think thoughts, what ties tie ties. It matters what stories make worlds, what worlds make stories,”[14] So, ‘matters’ matter, but does matter also matter? And, if so, in what ways does it matter? Furthermore, what kinds of matter support what kind of thinking and how does their materiality matter?

3 THE WORKSHOP

Our article seeks to explore these questions based on a workshop that we ran at RSD 8 in Chicago in Fall 2019. The workshop was attended by designers, students, systems theorists, and academics from varying disciplinary locations within higher education and from differing areas of practice in the design industry. Most of the participants did not know one another. The workshop took four hours: it featured a brief orientation and context-setting session, followed by three one-hour sessions each of which explored a different modes of physicalizing ideas: landscape, connection, dynamics. Participants worked in small groups of five to eight people to co-design models in response to questions posed about how they understood and experienced disciplinarity and interdisciplinarity. At the close of each session, groups shared their models drawing on the narrative that co-creating the model had generated. The workshop involved groups of people working collaboratively on a common creative task. Drawing on the tradition of co-design, we emphasized the generative nature of the exercise and the value of shared experience. Our use of richly varied materials is in sharp contrast to the stifling conformity of co-design methods and their walls of post it notes. The workshop emphasized a co-created expressive activity designed to enable the surfacing of latent or otherwise unexpressed awareness that enhances a discussion at group level. We describe each of the three sessions and their differing material strategies below.
3.1 Deploying Elements of Landscape

In the first session, participants worked with a pre-designed kit of parts that featured elements of landscape, the Mental Landscapes kit[15] (Figure 1, Figure 2). This kit comprises a selection of laser-cut card elements acting as “visual prostheses”[16], embodying a particular set of metaphors based around stylized landscapes and features within landscapes, such as hills, roads, bridges, fields, fences, and weather. These include: hills, mountains, and raised ground, of many sizes and colors—both 3D cones and flat elevations held vertically using slotted blocks; lakes, ponds, and rivers, of many sizes and colors, plus ‘whirlpools’ or eddies; fields/areas of land, of many sizes and colors, including a ‘ground’ sheet; roads, bridges, and fences which could also be interpreted as railway tracks; trees and cacti of different shapes and sizes; silhouettes of people of different sizes; weather elements such as sun/moon, clouds (cirrus-esque and cumulus-esque), clouds with rain, clouds with snow, clouds with lightning bolts, held vertically using crocodile clips on rods (whirlpools could also be used as ‘cyclones’); sticky notes for use as labels or annotations; and generic shapes, modifiable in different ways. The main material affordances involve the flexibility of—and ability to write on—the card elements (figure 2); in addition, the variety of easily (re)positionable lightweight elements is a significant property, inviting particular forms of interaction and configuration. Participants can also modify the card elements by cutting them and joining them together, and—although it can probably go without saying—creative reinterpretations of what particular elements represent, or could be metaphors for, are strongly encouraged. Our design process aimed to maximize participants’ ability to express their thinking, while not overwhelming them with sheer quantity of pre-made elements. We wanted to provide opportunities for expression without prescribing a particular narrative format, although ‘journeys’ of various kinds have often resulted.

The Mental Landscapes kit has been used in workshops where participants assemble and arrange a variety of elements to make abstracted model landscapes which on some level represent or translate their mental models of concepts, experiences, or relations between ideas. Through a series of workshops in both academic and non-academic settings, participants have built models representing their own career paths, life journeys, group projects, how they feel within their workplace culture, and visions of humanity’s past and future. Some activities have been individual, while others are group-based to try to examine the collective imaginaries of a particular theme or idea. Aside from gaining insights around the topics being explored—the primary aim of the workshops at this stage has been to help scope possibilities for the kit’s development and to explore how this kind of metaphor-based physicalization method could be used in user research, in higher education classrooms, and, perhaps, even in art therapy.

Landscapes are a common type of metaphor in speech, particularly for talking about relations between parts of a whole, or mapping the structure of one concept onto another. Discussions about disciplines are very often expressed using landscape metaphors—e.g. “What is your field?” The English term, “field” is derived from “feld” meaning open country. There is an expanding awareness of the value of interdisciplinary teams; at the same time, there is as well as growing scholarly literature describing the ongoing transformation of disciplinary structures of knowledge production. These changes are signaled by a growing list of prefixes: interdisciplinary, multidisciplinary, transdisciplinary, pre-disciplinary-, cross-disciplinary, anti-disciplinarity and post-disciplinary. In his discussion of “post-disciplinarity,” Mario Biagioli has argued that the conceptual model of the organization of knowledge in the sciences is shifting—from “From Discipline and Canon to Collaborations and Problems”—in ways that scholars in other fields (there’s that word) might find useful.[17] It is perhaps especially productive to use the Mental Landscape kit within a context where the landscape metaphor may no longer adequately express people’s experience of what they know and how they work.

In the context of the Chicago workshop series explored in this paper, Mental Landscapes was used for the first session. We posed the following questions as prompts for participants: “How do we each imagine our knowledge in
relation to other people’s? What would our ‘areas of expertise’ look like if they were actual ‘areas’? We asked participants, in groups, to choose elements and build models, on a black foam core surface, that responded to the questions. The suggestion was that participants might initially create their own ‘parts’ of the model, and then discuss how to build a landscape together from them, prompting discussion around the intersections and differences between people’s areas of expertise and knowledge.

Some illustrative moments and vignettes from the group modeling include: 1) A group who found that the issue of the climate crisis was shaping their collective landscape, with its inevitable approach being modeled as something like a storm front, a bright red rectangle sweeping in, towards everything in its path; 2) A participant who showed his disciplinary training and expertise (in computer science) as being ‘walled in’, corralled behind a fence—he said he felt he could see other areas of interest outside, but felt unable to reach them; and 3), A group who used ‘rivers’ labeled “Why? What?” as a way to unite the different areas of knowledge they identified they had collectively, seeing the rivers as being something like a ‘common thread’ (to use another metaphor) of questioning running through their professional expertise (See Figures 3 and 4).

In each case here, the material properties, and specific affordances, of the elements (flexible, positionable, perforated, placeable in a meandering way) contributed to the kinds of sensemaking and storytelling that were possible. Deploying elements of landscape involves the arrangement of materials pre-figured into shapes and forms to reflect emerging sense-making. However, participants’ use of, for example, rivers to link parts of the landscape together suggests a need unmet by a static set of elements: it is perhaps these connections between ideas and concepts, and the nature of those links, that prompt a different narrative.

3.2 Emphasizing connective tissue

The next stage of the workshop process was based on methods arising from Aguirre Ulloa and Paulsen.[18] Participants were asked to augment their landscape models using materials that emphasize connections and relations (elements of this second workshop overlay are visible in Figure 4). Participants were asked: How are the different areas of knowledge related? What relationships influence our fields of practice? What do these relationships look like? What are their qualities, properties, values and “materials”? Workshop materials included copper wire, elastic thread, yarn, and elastic banding (Figure 5). Their varied material qualities—thick, rough, smooth, stretchy, shiny, elastic, fragile—were intended to help participants focus especially on the character of “in-between”—and to co-construct physical forms that conveyed the nature of social and epistemological relationships that characterize their experiences of interdisciplinarity.

The workshop’s connective materials did indeed provoke just this sort of conversation about cross-disciplinary and interdisciplinary work. For example, one participant working in a group of five chose a short strand of silver sequence from the pile of materials at the front of the room. She described her choice to her group members, explaining that working in a way that connects two different disciplines can seem very appealing from the outside, like a shiny thing: “I chose this [strand of silver sequence]
because, in many cases, the connection between two different disciplines seems...well, everyone says, ‘oh! that’s cool, that’s great, you’re working in sociology and design!’” Then she knotted the strand to make her more emphatic point: trying to forge a career by working across disciplines can be very difficult: “But then—and you know, and this is a very personal thing—for my career, it’s not cool. So it’s like shiny and nice, but then...” And, here another member of the group completed her sentence, adding to the building narrative “—and then there’s the reality.” The first participant began to drape her shiny strand from one paper cone (taken to represent a discipline) to another paper cone (Figure 6). At this point, another participant adds, “But maybe the shiny thing is not the connector piece.” And, another still, “Yes, maybe put it around here, yeah, I’m not sure if it is a connector.” (Figure 7). The group was collectively building a narrative about the paradoxical character of interdisciplinary work.

![Figure 6. A knotted strand of silver sequins used to convey the appeal and also the difficulty of interdisciplinary work/working across disciplines. Image: Lisa Brawley (video still).](image)

![Figure 7. Participants discuss where to place the shiny strand of silver. Image: Lisa Brawley (video still).](image)

### 3.3 Exploring dynamic performance

The third session of the workshop introduced the notion of time. In this session participants created new models rather than augmenting the model they had created in the first two sessions by deploying elements of landscape and emphasizing connective relationships. The materials used had varying temporal qualities: they are expressed or materialized in time: rolling, dissolving, dripping, magnifying, and flashing on and off. The materials included glass marbles, wooden chutes, LED lights, a magnifying lens, ink, and sugar cubes. These materials were intended to encourage/allow participants to express temporal experience and the dynamic nature of ideas; these materials facilitated the performance of dynamic change: knowledge systems change, knowing takes time. A second performative aspect came in here when participants altered and rearranged the materials in a live explanation of what they did. Instructions to participants did not narrowly specify what to do but rather materials are presented, a theme is proposed and a duration is given. People were free to organize, classify and align these materials in ways that best suit the moment. This ambiguity helps to mediate the binaries experienced in spoken language and provokes modes of material engagement that allow people to discover unexpected connections.

One group brought these materials into a meaningful gestalt that expresses the dynamic and shifting nature of interdisciplinary relationships between technology, academia, science, policy, and design (Figure 8). This group sought to capture ‘the tension and influence between arts and everything else’ by showing in two and three dimensions how elements of the chosen dispositif are related. Attention, which they explained was represented by the marble in a wooden chute, is shown moving from technology towards art and design, whilst attention in academia increasingly turns towards critiques of technology. Using the lights allowed the group to show how attention turns gradually towards effects of system interactions—it is not a sudden realization but a sense of growing awareness.

The specific focus for another group’s physicalization was the growing influence of business on government policy. This was shown by the use of lenses which moved in and out (in the live explanation of the model) that enable ‘looking in’ and ‘zooming in’. This happened at different speeds and at different levels of magnification for the various aspects of the system. Red ink, standing for human blood, was dripped onto the sugar cubes, demonstrating the potential cost in human lives of policies overly influenced by business objectives. Again the progressive, gradual absorption by the sugar cubes of the ink stands for a dawning realization rather than immediate understanding. Relationships are shown using curling lines drawn onto the base paper layer to indicate that interdisciplinary relationships are not linear or static: ‘the messy relationship that connects all these different fields together is human behavior’.

The materials were chosen by the group so as to allow for contrasting and complementary representations (Figure 9). So the steady, unblinking nature of an LED light illuminates a specific area of the model and is small enough to be limited in what it can highlight, but can also fit inside one of the wooden cubes. Sugar cubes can be stacked or lined up, cultured ink diffuses slowly through them onto the paper below, but must be carefully dripped onto them requiring deliberation and a steady hand. The glass marbles run through the wooden chutes much faster and are here used as connective devices to help explain how attention shifts between knowledge domains. Lenses sit on the
base paper magnifying a specific area. When the group explained what they had done and why, they picked up these lenses and moved them slowly from arms length away to directly above a confluence of the orange and green lines drawn in tape on the base paper.

The collaborative and participatory nature of the modeling exercise means that materials were able to work in a variety of ways. Group members used the physical materials to express various aspects of the system, such as gradual state change, the placing of awareness, and shifting attention. The materials were selected by the group for their relative sizes. Objects are arranged in a way that communicates at a coherent scale, no one material dominates the model. The contrasting speeds of change have been carefully arranged; the fast run of a marble through a chute, the slow absorption of liquid by a sugar cube, a human controlled zoom in with a lens. The characteristics of the individual materials allow the group members to collectively and consensually assign them a particular metaphorical function that is played out in the model.

What is being expressed in this physicalization is a group understanding of how elements of a gradually changing situation are related to one another. Using physical materials means making choices about what the right materials are and what the most effective arrangement is. Using materials that change shape, position, intensity, and distance complicates things by rendering the whole physicalization unstable. The data being physicalized here are differing internal attitudes and opinions about a set of interdisciplinary relationships, a highly abstract subject difficult to express in spoken or written words. The physical and spatial qualities of the representation allow for everything to be said at once. The situation, a generative co-design workshop, affords a group telling of the physicalization, transforming it into a time-based narrative object.

In the second example from the same session, two participants chose the following rather unlikely selection of materials: a marble, photo sensitive paper, orange water soluble ink, a segment of wooden track, a magnifying lens, and an LED light (Figure 10). They together began to play with these materials—or to see how much play the materials afforded. The diverse properties of these materials seemed to invite this sort of unscripted exploration: the team dropped the marble, then dipped it in ink and dropped it again, and watched the path it traced across the paper. They were discovering, and discovering together, what the materials would do and what they could do with them. They were not only learning about what each would do with the materials, but also learning about each other in this way (Figure 11). One participant explained, “We had no idea what these would do, or what we would do with them; we had to begin in order to discover that.” One participant suggested the process itself demonstrated the temporal dimensions of working with complexities such as areas of expertise that shift overtime.
4. DISCUSSION: WHAT’S THE USE? AMBIGUITY, PHYSICALIZATION AND SHARED NARRATIVE

Across the three sessions of the workshop, multi-valent materials both enticed and enabled members of co-design groups to develop a shared narrative about their understanding of and experience with, in this case, cross-disciplinary work; the differing qualities of varied materials became prompts and props for storytelling—their differing materials often calling out different kinds of stories. In addition, the modeling process—making, arranging, discussing, negotiating, telling, proposing, placing, connecting, doing—allowed for more than representing, externalizing or expressing. Instead, we argue that there is a deepening of mutual understanding through shared discovery. Participants act with materials in a way provoked both by their physical properties and by their dynamic connection. Different kinds of materials arranged in temporal relation and experienced in shared encounter elicit richer and more richly shared understandings than straightforward representations. As a result, we find ourselves designing not so much physical tools for representation as material situations where the work of developing shared understanding is made perceivable.

In all these examples, participants are not simply externalizing interior concepts and feelings they hold as individuals, but in interacting with the tangible materials and with other members of their group, they are developing ideas and building a model that both supports and reflects elements of the narrative they are creating together. What results is not a model (or data physicalization) in a typical sense. Rather it is a material trace, tangible evidence left behind of the conversation the group had. One question we are left with is what is the nature of the model created by these traces of shared use? They “are not stable artifacts whose correct interpretation is just a matter of visual literacy, but phenomena that emerge from a recipients’ extensive engagement with the world and with the knowledge of others” In this key sense, the structures that the groups created are analogous to “autographic visualizations” created by “material traces” of a shared encounter.[19]

As Sara Ahmed reminds “usefulness’ is not merely instrumental but is about capacities that are open to the future. The capacity is not so much ‘in’ the tool [or in this case, in the workshop materials we provided] but depends upon how the tool is taken up or ‘put to use’.[20] Thus, another question might be what kinds of tangible materials and combination of materials leave them powerfully “open to the future”—which is to say inviting, enticing, or otherwise readily available to be used by participants as they craft shared understandings. Coming to a shared understanding takes work but this work is often invisible and intangible. Here, by asking participants to use these diverse physical materials to create models of interdisciplinarity, we were also asking them to make visible—to leave a trace of—the effort required to understand each other’s point of view.

An important aspect of how materials were chosen for this workshop is that their usefulness was ambiguous: unlike a pile of post-it, there was no set or pre-ordained way to use these tangible materials. In addition, the workshop materials emphasized increasing degrees of ambiguity across the three sessions—from landscape elements that might more readily suggest a “field,” to connective tissue that lend themselves to thinking of the “inter” of “interdisciplinarity, to varied time-expressing materials (a marble, a sugar cube, light sensitive paper) that more fully thwart the guiding landscape metaphor that often anchors conversations about disciplinarity. One question we could ask is whether the increasing ambiguity led people to discover more nuanced aspects of how disciplinarity and interdisciplinarity come to have meaning for them.

5 Conclusion

We used three modes—deploying elements of landscape, emphasizing connective tissue, and exploring dynamic performance—to elucidate and physicalize complex qualitative data. The work we have done can be seen as an expansion of the affordances and possibilities of the field of data physicalization. We have taken data to stand for the qualitative nature of lived experience as discoverable through the actions of making and talking about making, a physical representation. We are concerned with the physical properties of the materials that allow this to happen, but are increasingly alert to the emergent social circumstances that arise when doing so in a collaborative shared situation. We draw on notions of post-critical materiality and the types of knowledge generated in practice-based design research to position our work as intrigued by the
interplay of artifact and person, relations and telling, material and time.

In the examples that we have discussed the topic was interdisciplinarity, how people understand their ways of knowing and working. Our approach deployed ambiguity to the extent that not assigning narrowly specific meanings to materials, connections and movements but rather leaving these “open to the future”—enables and requires participants to posit meanings for themselves—to develop shared narratives of what individual elements mean and what they their arrangement in time and space implies about the questions they are answering together. A shared expression of the relations between materials, contextualized by the modes we have described, often results in a shared telling of the exercise with participants taking turns to explain the particular meanings they have imparted to the materials.

There is a politics of materials that is also important here: where people might have seen or used them before, how they may trigger associations from childhood play, office life, or craft making, and how they may not be readily associated with design activity. A politics of materials also extends to the processes that make them available to us to use as the “raw materials” of a co-design workshop. These aspects of thinking tangibly are beyond the specific scope of this paper.

The type of knowledge generated through this kind of co-created, shared encounter with ambiguous physical materials is discursive, contingent and sometimes unanticipated. It is characterized by serendipitous discovery and an uncovering of unseen connections. In this way, we see this work as more than extractive. That is, it goes beyond externalizing thoughts, opinions or attitudes that are internal. The properties and characteristics of objects and the relationship between them act as mediating agents not only for how peoples’ mental models and lived experiences structure their understanding of the world around them, but for an opening towards new shared realizations and deepened understanding—not just for surfacing but also for generating new forms of knowledge.
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